The terms "resonance" and "induction" refer to the electronic effects that atoms or functional groups may have within a compound. These effects are defined below and are dependent on the valence, bonding order and electronegativity of atoms, as well as the molecular geometry. Thus it is important that you understand these concepts prior to reviewing this tutorial.

I. INDUCTION

Induction or the inductive effect of an atom or functional group is a function of that groups 1). electronegativity, 2). bonding order and charge and 3). position within a structure. Inductive effects refer to those electronic effects of an atom or functional group can contribute through single bonds such as saturated (sp^{3}) carbon atoms! This is very different from resonance effects discussed later in this section. The contribution of electronegativity, bonding order and position toward induction is as follows:

Electronegativity: Atoms or functional groups that are electronegative relative to hydrogen such as the halogens, oxygen, nitrogen, etc. may have a negative inductive effect (-I), depending on their bonding order (see the Table below). Thus these atoms withdraw electron density through the single bond structure of a compound and can assist in the stabilization of negative charge that may form in reactions. One such reaction where -I groups can have a stabilizing (enhancing) effect is the ionization of acids. Consider the case of acetic acid, chloroacetic acid and trichloroacetic acid shown below. All three of these compounds can ionize (loss of proton from the carboxyl OH). The only difference between these three structures in the degree of chloro group substitution. Chlorine atoms are electronegative (three pairs of non-bonded electrons in their valence shell) and thus have a -I effect. Thus they can help stabilize a negative charge, and enhance the ionization of an acid. Note the pKa differences between acetic acid and chloroacetic acid. Furthermore, the more Cl atoms present, the greater the total -I effect and the greater the ease of ionization (lower pKa). Again, note that the electronic effect in this example is being "induced" through single bonds; a saturated (sp^{3} hybridized) carbon in this case.
Atoms or functional groups that are electron donating (hydrocarbons, anions) have a positive inductive effect (+I). These groups can help stabilize positive charges in reactions such as protonation of bases.

- **Bonding order and charge:** As mentioned above, it is important to consider both the electronegativity and bonding order when analyzing the inductive potential of an atom. For example, oxygen in a hydroxyl group (OH) is electron withdrawing by induction (-I) because the oxygen atom is relatively electronegative and is uncharged in that bonding arrangement. However, oxygen in an "alkoxide" (O-) structure is electron donating (+I) by induction because in this bonding order (a single bond to oxygen) it has an "excess" of electron density. Thus an OH group would help to stabilize a negative charge within a structure, while it's ionized form, the alkoxide, would stabilize a positive charge!

- **Bonding position:** The strength of the inductive effect produced by a particular atom or functional group is dependent on it's position within a structure. For example, the further from the site of ionization, the lower the inductive effect. This is illustrated in the example below where the acid with the chlorine atom positioned on a carbon atom nearer the reaction site (OH) is more acidic that the acid where the chlorine atom is positioned further away:

```
Cl  "closer" to the reaction site
More acidic
H-Ch-C-OH
H  Cl

Cl  "further" from the reaction site
Less acidic
H-Ch-C-OH
H  Cl
```

It is also important to understand the difference between inductive effects and resonance effects of a particular atom or functional group and the relationship to bonding position. For example, an oxygen atom in a hydroxy group (OH) is electron withdrawing by induction, but electron donating by resonance when placed in a position on the structure where resonance is possible. This will be explained more fully below.

### II. RESONANCE

Resonance may be defined as bonding or sharing of electrons between more than two atoms (nuclei). Typical covalent and ionic bonding involves sharing (covalent) or transferring (ionic) electron pairs between two atoms as shown in the examples of ethane and sodium chloride below. In these examples the bonding electrons are **localized**:

```
H  H
H-C-C-H
H  H  
Ethane  Localized covalent bonds

Na^+----Cl
H  H
Sodium Chloride  Localized ionic bond
```
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-NR₃⁺ -NH₃⁺</td>
<td>-O⁻ -COO⁻</td>
<td>-COO⁻ -COOH</td>
<td>-OH -OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-COOH -COOR</td>
<td>-CH₃ -CHR₂</td>
<td>-COR -CHO</td>
<td>-NH₂ -NR₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-NO₂ -CN</td>
<td>-SO₂R -SO₂NHR</td>
<td>-NHR₂ -SH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-CHO -COR</td>
<td>-NO₂ -CN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-F -Cl -Br -I -CF₃</td>
<td></td>
<td>-Ar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-OH -OR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-NH₂</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-SH -SO₂R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Resonance differs from the two examples above in that it involves the sharing of electrons between more than two atoms via [delocalization](#). The classical example of resonance is provided by the pi-bonding system of benzene. Benzene is a six-membered ring composed of six sp² hybridized carbon atoms in a plane and sharing 6 pi electrons. It can be represented by the "Kekule" structure shown below which suggests an "alternating" single bond-double bond bonding pattern. This representation does not really adequately reflect the true electronic character of benzene since, in reality, all six pi electrons are shared equally by the six carbons. Thus the "inscribed" circle representation may be more accurate (although it doesn't directly indicate the number of pi electrons):

The Kekule structure of benzene does represent the electronic and structural requirements for resonance. For resonance phenomena to exist a "conjugated" electronic system must be present and the atoms involved in this system must be coplanar or capable of adopting a coplanar conformation. The type of resonance effect exerted by an atom or functional group - electron donating (+R) or withdrawing (-R) is determined by the electronic nature of the group. Each of these characteristics/requirements of resonance are defined in more detail below:

- "Conjugation": An electronic configuration in which there is an alternating single bond-double (pi) bond pattern, or an atom with non-bonded electron pairs (or lacking an electron pair) bound to a double bond system. The alternating single bond-double (pi) bond pattern can be illustrated by butadiene. In this example the resonance
structure shows that the electrons can be "shared" or delocalized (follow the arrows) creating a cationic and anionic center:

Another example of the single bond-double bond resonance pattern is in $\alpha, \beta$-unsaturated carbonyl compounds. Here the difference in electronegativity between atoms in the pattern allows for a dipole and reactivity such as conjugate addition:

Examples of resonance resulting from atom with non-bonded electron pairs bound to a double bond system are shown below. Notice in each case below that the "resonance phenomenon" involves an electron rich atom donating a pair of electrons to an electron deficient multiple bond system, and that in actually, the charges shown are distributed or delocalized over all of the atoms of conjugation. This resonance phenomenon is what makes carboxylic acids, and to a lesser extent phenols and protons alpha- to a carbonyl, acidic! The charged formed upon ionization can be stabilized through resonance delocalization!
Resonance can also occur in structural patterns where an atom deficient in an electron pair is bound to a double bonded system. Consider the case of the reaction of the "allyl chloride" compound below. This compound can ionize by loss of Cl⁻ (a good leaving group) because the charge of the resulting carbocation is stabilized by resonance delocalization of the π (double bond) electrons. The same is true for benzyl alcohols as shown below. Benzyl alcohols can ionize because the resulting carbocation charge can be delocalized throughout the benzene ring via resonance:

In every case above, resonance was possible because of an electronic configuration in which there is an alternating single bond-double (π) bond pattern, or an atom with non-bonded electron pairs (or lacking an electron pair) bound to a double bond system. It is important to realize that resonance is not possible when such an electronic configuration is NOT possible. Consider the examples below. In the first example (1) resonance is not possible because the two double bonds are separated by MORE THAN one single bond. In the second example the negatively charged atom is separated from the double bond by more than one single bond and in example (3) the charge is separated from the C=C by more than a single double bond.

In summary, in order for resonance phenomena to occur, there must be a structural pattern characterized by the following general structures.
• **Coplanarity:** In order for resonance to occur, the atoms involved in "sharing" electrons (the atoms over which the electrons are delocalized) must be able to adopt a coplanar conformation. In order for electrons to be delocalized over more than two atoms, the pi orbitals of these atoms must exist in the same plane so they can overlap. This can only occur if the atoms and orbitals involved are in the same plane:

One prominent example of the requirement for coplanarity for resonance in drug science is derived from amide chemistry. Typically amides are somewhat resistant to hydrolysis because the amide nitrogen atom can donate electron density by resonance to the adjacent carbonyl and thereby reduce its electrophilicity (reactivity) toward hydrolytic nucleophiles. In order for this resonance stabilization to occur, the N-C=O atoms must be capable of existing in the same plane so their pi-orbitals can overlap:

In amides where coplanarity is not possible, as in the beta-lactam antibiotics (penicillins), resonance stabilization cannot occur. In these compounds the bicyclic ring structure does not allow the amide N-C=O atoms to exist in the same plane. Thus resonance donation by N is not possible and these amides are more reactive than 'typical" amides where coplanarity allows for resonance stabilization:

• **Electron donating (+R) and Withdrawing (-R) Groups:** electron donating and withdrawing groups by resonance are listed in the table on a previous page. Note that electron donors (+R) have at least one pair of non-bonded electrons on the atom involved in resonance (OH, OR, NRR, SR, etc.). As a result, +R groups can facilitate reactions that involve the formation of cations, and enhance the basicity of amines. This is illustrated in the examples below:
Electron withdrawing groups (-R) are characterized by electron deficient atoms linked to a site of conjugation. As a result, -R groups can facilitate reactions that involve the formation of anions, and enhance the acidic of acids. This is illustrated in the examples below:

III. RESONANCE VERSUS INDUCTION:

As described above, induction involves the electronic effects of atoms and functional groups through saturated carbons, and are dependent on bond valence and position. Resonance involves the sharing or delocalization of electron pairs over more than two atoms and requires conjugation and coplanarity. To compare and contrast these two electronic effects, consider the electronic effects of the hydroxy group (OH). This group is a withdrawer by induction (-I) and an electron donor by resonance (+R). Thus when positioned within a structure where it can participate in delocalization of pi electrons, it will function as a strong electron donor. When placed in a structure where its resonance effects are "insulated" by single bonds, only its electron withdrawing inductive effect will be felt.

See resonance problems!!!